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As soon as the results of the draw came out, the classroom exploded. 

“Ye ÒÒ? Princess Snow White? You’re fucking kidding me!” 

“What’s wrong with you, class president! What the hell did you draw?” 

The class president faced all the girls’ accusations with a speechless face, “This …… is 
not what I drew!” 

It’s none of his business, it’s obvious that Sischa smoked it herself, okay? 

“No way! Sisha definitely can’t be partnered with this kind of person! Isn’t this wolf in the 
tiger’s mouth?” 

On the podium, Liang Lihua’s face also went completely black. 

ÒÒÒÒ Ye! 

How come it’s Ye ÒÒààÅçºº again? 

But just now she had said in front of the whole class that no one was allowed to 
disagree with the result of the draw, and now there was no way to change anyone if 
they wanted to. 

Liang Lihua had no choice but to look towards Si Xia and asked, “Si Xia, what do you 
think? It’s your partner after all.” 

At this moment, the boy’s hand was still cupped around the note, still unable to believe 
that the note was really drawn by his own hand. 

He had probably never experienced such a terrible choice in his life. 

After an unknown amount of time, the boy almost squeezed two words out of his teeth, 
“Whatever.” 

He had drawn the sign with his own hands, could he still back out on the spot? 

Hearing Si Xia say this, all the girls were anxious and were all asking Liang Lihua to 
arrange for a new draw. 

Thinking of this, Liang Lihua gave a warning glance towards Ye ÒÒ, “This cultural 
performance is very important, if you mess it up, even I can’t protect you!” 

It was not until then that Ye ÒÒ finally came back to her senses. 



How could she have been chosen to play Snow White and become a thorn in the side of 
all the girls just because she had dozed off? 

In her previous life, she hadn’t been caught back by Si Yehan because of that love 
letter, so she didn’t have this one and was completely unprepared. 

If she had known, she would have stopped this from happening! 

With the possessiveness and jealousy of that guy Si Yanghan, if he knew that she was 
playing a couple with another boy at school and that there was a kiss scene at the end 
…… 

This is not a pitfall! 

“Crap! How the hell did I get shot even when I was lying down!” 

Who the hell is the one lying down? 

This woman actually looked like she had fallen on hard times? 

“Wait …… teacher! Can I abandon my performance?” 

Once they heard this, the girls who were being righteously indignant were simply out of 
anger. 

ÒÒÒÒ! Ye ÒÒÒ is an ugly bitch! How dare she abandon the show when her boyfriend 
hadn’t even abandoned her! 

Liang Lihua’s face was full of anger, “ÒÒÒÒ, do you think the school is your home? 
You can do whatever you want! No rules at all? Don’t forget that you are still in the 
inspection period!” 

Who the hell is that?” 

The boy next to her could not stand it any longer, “Who the hell is that?” ÒÒÒÒÒ 
glanced at a certain schoolboy next door who was about to be pissed off at her, holding 
his chin up and cursing bitterly, “She has a boyfriend, what if my boyfriend finds out and 
gets jealous? I’ll be devastated, okay?” 

Si Xia stared at the face of Ye ÒÒÒ that one more glance at the mind will be violently 
impacted, instant silence. 

This woman has a boyfriend …… 

Her boyfriend …… is probably a blind man …… 
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After school. 

Ye ÒÒÒ returned to the dormitory with a sigh of relief. 

She had just stabilized Si Yanghan, how could something like this happen! 

Now she was still in the inspection period, she couldn’t just refuse to act, so she had to 
force Si Xia to propose a replacement. 

Well, let’s give her nephew a “surprise” tomorrow, she hasn’t even taken out her 
makeup yet! 

While secretly planning how to get rid of him, she took a change of clothes and went 
into the bathroom. 

After removing her makeup and taking a hot shower, she felt revitalized. 

“Wow~ who was that little beauty I saw there~ it turned out to be myself standing in front 
of the mirror~ it was something cold and icy wrapped around my neck~ my gold 
necklace can be worth over two thousand ang~ I thank God every day~ every day I 
wake up like this with gratitude~ and then can’t help but love myself~ yes I don’t need 
anyone else~~ ” 

Ye ÒÒ hummed, blow dried her hair and reached out to push open the bathroom door. 

“A charming girl like me~ A lovely girl like me~ The people chasing me are lined up to 
the galaxy …… er ……” 

The moment she opened the door, her expression froze instantly. She saw that there 
was a man sitting in the cheaply painted chair next to her desk. 

The man was sitting upright, holding the test papers she had just been given today in 
his white and slender fingers, his usual dark black suit was even colder than the night 
outside the window, the silver dark pattern on the collar was glowing with a cold sheen, 
his dark eyes were like cold ice dipped in a deep pool of ten thousand years, without a 
trace of human feelings. 

Her ordinary girls’ dormitory, in a trance, was like turning into the eighteenth floor of hell 
where a hundred ghosts were roaring, and the man sitting beneath him seemed not to 
be the small wooden chair that had lost its paint, but the demon king’s throne with the 
giant python and black dragon entwined …… 

Si …… Si Night Han!!! 



There must be something wrong with the way she opened the door! 

How did it get to hell in an instant! 

One second passed …… 

Two seconds passed …… 

Three seconds passed …… 

She waited for about a full minute before she finally eased her mind slightly and 
carefully reopened the bathroom door by a crack. 

As a result, with just one glance, she was almost scared out of her wits! 

Not only was Si Yanghan still there, but he had become even more terrifying after 
seeing her close the door in fear. The entire dormitory had been frozen into ice by those 
cold, gloomy eyes, and she could even see a circle of blue glowing phosphorous fire 
swirling around the big devil. 

Help… 

Out of survival instinct and deep-seated fear, Ye’s first reaction was to run in the 
direction of the door! 

However, just as her fingers were about to twist the lock handle, her confused brain 
came to a head in a state of panic – she couldn’t run! 

Oh no! What can we do now? 

Ye ÒàÅ” sweat poured down her forehead, while her mind raced. 

The hand that was ready to open the door changed its movement and instead of 
opening it, she locked it behind her. 

After secretly taking a deep breath, the fear in Ye’s eyes was forcibly suppressed, and 
then, turning around, she walked step by step in the direction of Si Yanghan …… 

Under the man’s cold gaze that could almost freeze one’s bones into ice, Ye ÒÒÒ 
walked straight to the man’s body, sat on his lap, hooked the man’s neck, and kissed 
him on those cold, thin lips …… 
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The girl’s freshly bathed body smelled naturally fresh, and her soft, sweet lips were as 
wonderful as candyfloss …… 



The man’s ghastly aura around him dissipated almost instantly, obediently allowing the 
girl to ring the most vulnerable and defenceless neck for a kiss. 

Noticing the obvious change in Si Yanghan’s surrounding breath, Ye ÒÒàÅçºººÕs 
heart, which was hanging high in the air, finally relaxed slightly. 

In that case, the act of rushing to the door just now was not to escape, but just to lock 
the door and make out with him, so he would not be angry, right? 

“Darling, what brings you here?” Ye ÒÒàÅçººº tried to make her tone sound surprised 
and happy. 

Si Yanghan looked at her quietly without speaking, his icy eyes as if they could see 
through a person’s soul. 

Ye ÒÒÒ was he seeing her little tricks? 

Half a long time later, the man’s thin lips lightly opened, “The people chasing you …… 
line up to the galaxy?” 

Ye ÒÒÒ reacted for a long time before finally responding that Si Ye Han was talking 
about the lyrics of the song he had just written. 

Ye ÒÒÒÒ was immediately filled with black lines, “No no! That’s just the lyrics!” 

It’s just the lyrics! 

The person who dared to chase her would still be alive to see the sun tomorrow? 

No, the point is, there’s no one chasing her, there’s not even a fly around her. 

“Ah! That’s right, that’s right! I came first in the class in this exam!” YeÒÒ was busy 
changing the subject. 

Si Yanghan’s fingers gently encircled a strand of her long hair around her ear and 
responded, “Hmm.” 

A very natural tone, not even half surprised or unable to believe, as if it was perfectly 
normal for her to be able to do this. 

Thinking about the countless doubts she had experienced today, at this moment Si 
Yanghan’s reaction made her heart inexplicably feel something indescribable. 

It was unthinkable that the only person who believed in her would be Si Yanghan. 



Seeing Ye Yanghan’s dull expression and somewhat lost look at himself, Si Yanghan 
seemed to have a feeling, his slender fingers, suddenly pinched the girl’s lips, and in the 
girl’s stunned gaze, he gently printed a kiss on the girl’s lips, “Well done.” 

Ye ÒÒ blinked, and blinked again. 

Uh …… 

Was she being rewarded for this? 

What the hell had she just done to make Si Yanghan think she was asking for a reward 
for a kiss ah wrest! 

Forget it, just be happy, Great King. 

At this point, Ye ÒÒ suddenly remembered something, that said, this is a girlÕs 
dormitory! How the hell did he get in here? 

No, the point is, when is he going to leave? 

After all, someone might come to check the dormitory at any time, in case she was 
found to be hiding a man here …… 

“Where’s the quilt?” 

“Ah? The quilt?” Ye ÒÒ froze for a moment, then subconsciously opened her mouth to 
reply, “I carried it outside to dry during the day, I haven’t collected it yet! I’ll go collect it 
……?” 

The man nodded his head slightly, “Mm.” 

Ye ÒÒÒÒ didnÕt understand why Si night Han was suddenly asking about the quilt, 
and ran off to the balcony to collect it, bewildered. 

She puffed and puffed and laid out all the sheets and bedding and patted the pillows. 

The quilts and pillows were fluffy and soft after sunbathing, smelling of sunlight and 
looking very comfortable. 

The man gave them a fairly satisfying look, and then, with long, slender legs, he 
stepped over and laid down on her cot, “Set my alarm clock for two hours from now.” 

“……,” Ye ÒÒÒ looked at the man who was lying on his cot, looking like he was ready 
to fall asleep, and her whole body was dumbfounded. 

Si Yanghan was actually preparing to sleep in her place! 
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Her cot was covered with the school’s uniformly tacky blue and white striped sheets. 
The school’s quilt was too uncomfortable for her, so she bought one herself at the mini-
mart in front of the school, which was much softer, but the large red peony flowers on 
the quilt were really eye-catching. 

At the moment, Si Yanghan was lying on the bed that didn’t match him at all, covered 
with the peony quilt. 

Ye ÒÒÒ felt that the gaudy peony flowers were all looking aristocratic at the moment. 

“That …… you’re going to sleep in my place, huh?” 

“Come here.” The man did not answer, but spoke without question. 

“Oh.” Ye ÒÒ gulped and obediently walked over. 

Then, they were pulled into his arms and laid down together. 

Ye ÒÒÒ: “……” 

Even if he slept by himself, what was the point of pulling her to sleep with him! 

The sound of people walking back and forth and girls laughing and talking outside the 
door made Ye’s heart rise to her throat and she hurriedly tried to persuade him, “That, 
my bed here is very hard and it’s uncomfortable to sleep in! If you’re sleepy, do you 
want to go back to sleep?” 

The man wrapped her in his arms like a pillow, “Soft, comfortable.” 

“Ninth Master, do you really not want to go back to sleep? Listen to me it’s noisy here, 
the bed is small, you can’t fit your legs in it, and you can’t sleep without Dr Mo, and 
……” 

Ye ÒÒ said half a day alone, but as a result, someone did not have the slightest 
intention to leave. 

Ye ÒÒ finally shut her mouth helplessly. 

However, when she stopped talking, someone opened his eyes again and demanded in 
a low voice: “Talk.” 

Ye ÒÒàÅçºº didn’t react for a moment, “Huh?” 

Si Yanghan: “Keep talking.” 



Ye ÒÒÒ: “……” 

Do you want to be so difficult to serve, to sleep and have her dubbing next to you? 

Ye simply wanted to kick the blanket to the ground, but of course, she didn’t have the 
guts to do that and nodded with a grunt, “Oh ……” 

But talking, what was she going to say? 

“Well, I’ll recite a pi for you, okay?” Ye ÒÒÒ speaks tentatively. 

“Hmm.” A certain person nodded his head, indicating that he was not picky. 

So Ye ÒÒÒ had to start reciting, “Three points one four one five nine two six five three 
five eight nine seven ……” 

Pi is an infinitesimal number, and it is said that some people can recite it for more than 
ten hours continuously all the way to 100,000 digits. 

Ye ÒÒÒ has not counted how many digits she could recite, anyway, she did not dare to 
stop even if Si Yehan did not say stop, she could only keep on reciting. 

The man lying next to her was so handsome that he could light up the entire sky over 
Qinghe as if it were daylight, as if his black hair was dyed by the night, his well-defined 
features, his perfect skin without a single blemish, his seemingly thin lips but extremely 
good-looking, even a single strand of hair showed the Creator’s extreme preference, 
especially now that he had loosened the tie on his collar, revealing a hidden collarbone 
…… 

When there was not so much fear, Ye ÒÒ found that lying next to such a superb person 
was really a sinful thing to do. 

Ye ÒÒÒ didn’t know exactly how long she had been carrying it, and in the end, she had 
made herself sleepy and confused and had no idea when she fell asleep. 

Finally, she was awakened by a knock at the door. 

“The knocking sound was extremely abrupt in the quiet room. 

Shit! What’s the matter with you? 

Like a scared bird, Ye ÒÒ got up with a start. 

The man beside him seemed to be sleeping deeply, and when he was disturbed by the 
knocking sound, his eyebrows knitted slightly, with a dark, dark cloud. 



Ye ÒÒ was a little surprised, Si Ye Han had actually fallen asleep again? 

Isn’t it true that he has a particularly difficult time falling asleep and must be hypnotised 
by Dr Mo every time? 

But now she couldn’t care less, she hurriedly nudged the person beside her, “Si 
Yanghan! Wake up!” 
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Of course she knew how terrible Si Yanghan’s wake-up call was, but now she couldn’t 
care less. 

“Si Yanghan, someone is coming, can you hide for a while?” 

Sure enough, after hearing her words, a certain big devil’s expression was so terrifying 
that he could have gone straight to destroying the world. 

Ye ÒÒàÅçºº with her hands folded, her face full of pleading, “Please please please!” 

A certain man’s face was still howling with gale force winds and overcast clouds. 

Ye ÒÒÒ went over and gave the man a kiss on the lips, “OK?” 

The girl’s eyes were wet and her voice was so delicate and soft that it could simply 
make one’s heart melt away. 

Si Yanghan’s anger was almost instantly extinguished cleanly, however, the expression 
on his face remained a million miles of ice. 

This woman, does she really think he is that easy to coax? 

Seeing Si Yanghan’s cold face and indifference, Ye ÒàÅ” anxiously moved over and 
gave her another kiss, “Please!” 

Si Yanghan: “Okay.” 

You can go hide in the bathroom for a while! My side will be ready soon!” 

Well …… if there’s something that one mua-da can’t solve, then two. 

After waiting for Si Yanghan to hide, Ye ÒÒàÅçºº then went to open the door. 

She was startled, she thought it was the hostel manager, but she didn’t expect it to be 
Shen Mengqi …… 



Seeing how Ye ÒÒficially looks at the moment, Shen Mengqi at the door froze violently. 

She saw that the girl was unadorned, wearing an ordinary nightgown, but she was as 
fresh as a hibiscus just out of the water, so beautiful that one could not move one’s 
eyes. 

She was a recognized beauty in the school and was the class flower of Class A. 
However, when she stood in front of her, even if she had dressed up, she did not look 
even one tenth as good as the one who was just wearing pajamas! 

The expression on her face was almost unbearable, and she forced her usual intimate 
tone and said in a delicate voice, “ÒÒWhat took you so long to open the door?” 

“Sleeping.” Ye ÒÒ said casually. 

“But it’s only after eight o’clock, you’re asleep so early!” Shen Mengqi said in surprise. 

“It’s so late, looking for me for something?” Ye ÒÒ asked. 

“Of course I came to talk to you! Don’t stand in the doorway, let’s go inside and talk!” 
Shen Mengqi walked straight into the house without treating herself as an outsider at all. 

Before she was reborn, she couldn’t wait for Shen Mengqi to come to her to chat with 
her, and every time she would drag her into the middle of the night. 

However, she took a glance in the direction of the bathroom and finally did not stop 
Shen Mengqi from coming in. 

Immediately after entering the room, Shen Mengqi stared at her with a serious face and 
said, “ÒÒ! You are too careless! Why did you open the door without makeup? What if 
the person at the door is not me, but someone else? It would be bad if someone knew 
what you really looked like! Si Yanghan has eyes and ears everywhere, and the school 
can’t be taken lightly!” 

 


